Princess Zelda Costume Accessories

- Necklace
- Shoulder armor
- Belt
- Crown
- Apron
Apron Top
A. Fold tab under. Connect to chain belt with sturdy jump ring
B. Fold tab under. Connect two sections together using head pin fed through hole in lower portion.
C. Fold tabs under. Connect to opposite tab with wire or sturdy jump rings
D. Connect to dangling gem (H) with a head pin
E. Connect to apron using a head pin.
F. Small blue oval gem
G. Large hexagonal blue gem
H. Large blue teardrop gem
Drown

A: Connect to elastic

B: Large blue hexagon gem
A: Fold tabs under and connect to Large Jump ring via head pin
B: Connect to blue teardrop gem via head pin
C: Red round or teardrop gem
D: Small round red gem.
E: Large Blue Teardrop
Dress Panel Pattern Stencil
Shoulder Amor side

Flare edge out along dotted line to mesh with upper shoulder

Gently dish out area within pale dotted line

Roll outer edge underneath from A to A
Top of shoulder armor

Roll edge under up to dashed line. Use tabs and holes to connect to garment.